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Abstract

lisions, fading, interference, that negatively impact
the Packet Error Rate (PER) [4]. When addressing
the delivery of different client flows, the reliability is
challenging. The end-to-end Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR) of a flow depends on the PER of each hop in
the path to a gateway.
We claim that network operators must consider
the traffic requirements, the radio topology, and the
quality of the links to organize the communications.
The state-of-the-art Traffic-Aware Scheduling Algorithm (TASA) enables to centrally compute a FTDMA schedule [9]. The authors claim optimality in
terms of schedule compactness. The TASA scheduler focuses on the traffic each node locally generates.
It is a relevant centralized solution for scheduling in
6TiSCH networks [10].
However, TASA does not take into account the reliability concerns: the end-to-end packet delivery ratio
(PDR) is not the priority. In particular, TASA does
not consider:

The industrial Internet of Things (IoT) relies on
multi-hop radio paths. Synchronized nodes follow a
Frequency-Time Division Multiple Access (FTDMA)
schedule, but even using channel-hopping to mitigate
interference, the radio links suffer packet losses. Resource allocation algorithms must consider the requirements of the applications in terms of delivery
and allocate extra resource to compensate for anticipated losses.
We propose a hop-by-hop allocation mechanism
that extends the Traffic-Aware Scheduling Algorithm
(TASA) by enabling retransmissions. We give each
flow on the network the possibility to satisfy its applicative end-to-end delivery constraint. We keep the
amount of resource allocated for retransmissions low,
and balance the allocations on the relay nodes. By
means of simulations, we show the gain in terms of
reliability, and the cost in terms of number of allocations. 1

• the robustness to packet losses;
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Introduction

• the adaptability to an increase in traffic;

In the Internet of Things (IoT), the radio communications between sensor nodes are subject to col1 Accepted

• the fragmentation of long packets: the success
of delivery depends on all the fragments of each
message.

for presentation at IEEE PIMRC 2016.
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In this work, we go beyond TASA by including robustness to the schedules. We propose to allocate additional resource for frame retransmissions to increase
the probability of success of a delivery. It enables to
obtain a given minimum PDR, but it impacts the
energy consumption by increasing the quantity of allocated resource. We also modify the load-balancing
when adding retransmission opportunities.
We provide a hop-by-hop mechanism that maintains the PDR along each path, and chooses the number of time-frequency blocks (namely cells) added to
the schedule for the retransmissions. We adapt these
allocations counts to the PER of each link and to
the allocation load on the nodes. We integrate the
mechanism in TASA and compare the results trough
simulations.
We extend TASA and our contribution is threefold:

the transmissions opportunities for each radio link
while avoiding the collisions.
The IETF 6TiSCH Working Group aims at providing the mechanisms to operate an IPv6 network on
top of IEEE802.15.4e-TSCH [10]. Some mechanisms
are in particular proposed to configure the schedule
of the nodes. Besides, 6TiSCH ensures traffic isolation by exploiting the concept of track : bandwidth
is reserved for a particular flow, from the source to
the destination. Thus, an application/flow is not impacted by another application, which uses orthogonal
resource (i.e. different channel offsets or time slots).
With the Traffic-Aware Scheduling Algorithm (denoted TASA) [8], Palattella et al. provided a pioneering piece of work to define a centralized scheduling algorithm with IEEE 802.15.4e-TSCH. The algorithm aims at minimizing the schedule length, improving its compactness. The priority is given to the
nodes with the largest number of packets to transmit.
Besides, TASA schedules concurrent (duplex-conflict
free) transmissions over orthogonal channels. However, TASA does not consider lossy links.
DETAS [3] proposes a decentralized scheduling solution. The algorithm alternates the transmitting
and receiving time slots. In other words, a node
which receives a frame, will forward it in the next
consecutive time slot. Thus, if a packet is lost, the
rest of the bandwidth is wasted along the path.
Dobslaw et al. propose SchedEx [5], to make a
schedule reliable. The authors calculate the number
of necessary retransmissions for all the packets, at
each link of the routing tree. This expected number
of retransmissions is defined according to the load of a
radio link and its reliability. In other words, Schedex
does not guarantee flow isolation with differentiated
PDR requirements.
Yang et al. [12] constructed an optimal schedule
for time-sensitive flows: new cells are inserted in the
schedule if the end-to-end reliability is insufficient
and until the deadline constraint is not fulfilled anymore. Yigit et al. [13] studied the impact of routing
on the scheduling: using unreliable links increases the
number of time slots required to achieve a minimum
reliability.
In this paper, we propose to take into account both
fragmentation and packet loss. We present a schedul-

1. we provide an algorithm that computes the necessary number of additional resource to satisfy
the expected end-to-end PDR. Our algorithm
distributes hop-by-hop retransmission cells, and
balances the load over each link while reducing
the overhead;
2. we implement an over-provisioning algorithm for
multiple flows with fragmentation;
3. we compare the performance of TASA and our
proposal in terms of PDR satisfaction, and cost
in allocations.
The paper is organized as follows: we detail the related work (§2) and describe our model (§3). Then,
we detail our contribution in section 4; we finally evaluate the performance of our solution (§5) and conclude (§6).
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Related work

IEEE802.15.4e-TSCH represents a key medium access protocol for industrial wireless networks requiring high reliability [2]. Slow channel hopping improves the reliability in noisy environments and a
TDMA scheme is adopted to make the performance
deterministic. A centralized scheduler may compute
2

ing algorithm which guarantees a minimum end-toend reliability for each flow, allocating an accurate
number of cells for each fragment and its retransmissions.
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Table 1: Parameters for the model
Variable
f ∈F
path(f )
l1 , l2 , . . . , lgw
nmsg (f )
nf rag (f )
min
P DRmsg
(f )
P DRmsg (f )
hop
P DRmsg
(f, l)
per(l)
ncell (l)
load(l)
allocf
alloclfi
trackf
trackfli
nmax
rtx (f )
Sol(f )

Model

In order to construct reliable FTDMA schedules, we
model the behavior of the network for both the scheduler and the over-provisioning algorithm. The parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1.

3.1

Topology Model

The sensor network is a set of nodes exchanging messages in a multi-hop way. 3 distinct types of nodes
are considered:

3.2

• the leaf nodes which only generate traffic;

Explication
A flow f among the set of flows F
The path of f
The set of links of the path of f
Messages in a slotframe from f
Fragments in a message from f
Min. message end-to-end PDR for f
Message end-to-end PDR for f
PDR of the messages from f at link l
Packet Error Rate (PER) on a given link l
Number of allocated cells on a given link l
Allocation load on a given link l
Set of allocation counts along path(f )
Allocation count of the ith link of path(f )
Cells constituting the track of f along path(f )
Cells allocated for f at the ith link of path(f )
Max. num. of retransmissions (hop, message) for f
The set of solutions of the algorithm

Communications and resource allocation

The FTDMA schedule is a matrix of time slots (of
constant duration) and frequency channels (e.g. 16).
One allocation is an assignment of a time-frequency
block, named cell, to the transmission of one fragment
between two neighboring nodes. Each message is divided into one or several fragments that separately
transit on a single cell each (Fig 1).
We isolate each flow by allocating them different
cells. The set of cells of a given flow is named its
track.
We consider a centralized scheduling algorithm
that takes as input two topological parameters:

• the intermediary relays that forward it;
• one or several gateways that collect it.
The nodes have a single half-duplex radio interface
and have buffering capacities. Each leaf node carries
one or several applications that generate messages
of constant size (one or several frames). For each
application, a leaf node creates one flow of constantsize messages directed to a gateway.
We consider the Packet Error Rate (PER) to characterize the link quality. The PER represents the ratio of unsuccessful transmissions of frames on a link.
Both classical propagation models and empirical results give an estimation of the relationship between
the PER and the distance, attenuation, and type of
node [7]. The reality often differs from the model: a
PER depends on other parameters such as interference, noise, state of the nodes [4]. We assume that
a monitoring mechanism provides frequent updates
on the link qualities that make possible the schedule
adaptation. We adopt the simplified path-loss model
presented in [7].
We consider that the PER is time-invariant on the
scale of the scheduling, and independent of the channel offset.

1. a routing acyclic graph. For each flow, we build
a loop-free path from the leaf node to a gateway.
In the case of TASA, the routing graph uses RPL
information [11]. RPL is a distributed routing
algorithm that lets each relay select the parent
that minimizes the cumulated ETX metric to the
root. Our model is also applicable to multi-path
routing.
Our algorithm computes the number of cells of
a track at each link, for a given flow. The final
track allocation is the sum of the allocations for
each constant-size message.
2. the Packet Error Rate (PER) of every link. A
3
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Figure 1: The fragments of a message
In case no other information is given about interference, we build the conflict graph by considering that the three-hop neighbors and beyond
Fig 1 shows how the fragments of a message transit
are not interferers.
on a scheduled cell, between two nodes A and B. The
cell comprises the transmission of a fragment and its
Each application has its own reliability constraint, acknowledgement.
expressed as the expected applicative end-to-end
min
(f ).
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), denoted P DRmsg
For each flow f , the PDR is the ratio between the 4
The hop-by-hop over-provinumber of messages received at the gateway, and
sioning
the number of messages sent from the source. A
schedule satisfies the reliability constraint for a given
We now provide an algorithm to compute, for each
flow if the minimum PDR is met when computed
flow, the number of cells needed at each link of the
over an agreed-upon fixed time window (e.g one
path, for the transmissions and retransmissions of the
minute/hour/day).
fragments of each message. These communication
opportunities are dimensioned so that the PDR requirements of the flow are addressed while limiting
3.3 Traffic definition
the number of overhead cells.
We consider an heterogeneous traffic, mixing several
For each flow f , we must meet the reliability conapplications [1]. We assume that the traffic of each straint, expressed as the satisfaction of the end-toapplication is bounded by a periodical amount of end PDR:
messages. We address the allocation of resource for
min
P DRmsg (f ) ≥ P DRmsg
(f )
(1)
periodical traffic patterns. The FTDMA schedule is
hence divided into periodical slotframes (set of time
Our objective consists in balancing the load among
slots) that repeat in time, indefinitely.
From the perspective of the allocation algorithm, the links. Our approach reduces the total number of
all the nodes have buffered the fragments of the mes- cell allocations and minimizes the maximum allocasages at the beginning of the slotframe. The frag- tion load over the path.
We address the load-balancing objective at the
ments must have reached a gateway during the same
level
of each flow. Indeed, we assume that the messlotframe.
sages
forming the same flow have a constant size.
Each node is capable of detecting the loss of a fragThus,
an allocation message-by-message would inment (if it does not receive an acknowledgement). In
crease
the complexity and latency of the algorithm
this case, it retransmits the fragment to the nextuselessly.
hop neighbor during the next cell associated with
In order to reduce the differences between the althe same track ID. The schedule algorithm limits the
location
loads of the links, we want to minimize the
number of hop-by-hop retransmissions for a message
maximum
link load over each path:
to a maximum per hop (e.g. 15 fragments). This


maximum applies for each message. This way, we
avoid the preemption of all the resource by a given
max load(l)
(2)
min
allocf ∈Sol(f ) l∈path(f )
track.
4

4.1

Expression of the end-to-end PDR
At each link, a message must obtain at least enough
allocations
for all its fragments and at most the maxwith retransmissions
imum allowed number of retransmissions:

We consider independent packet loss probability. On
each hop, the successful transmission of a message
depends on the successful transmissions of its fragments. It is necessary that at least one success occurs
for each fragment of the message, all of them within
the available opportunities (the allocation count).
In other words, we need at least nf rag (f ) successes
among alloclf intents (cf. Table 1 for the notations).
This condition is expressed by a partial cumulative
distribution function of the binomial formula:

∀l ∈ path(f ), nf rag (f ) ≤ alloclf ≤ nmax
rtx (f )+nf rag (f )
(7)
We denote as Sol(f ) the set of solutions of the
algorithm. Given the assumption that the number
of retransmissions for the fragments of each message is limited to a maximum (Eq. (7)), we want to
distribute the allocations on the links network-wide.
The allocation load is the sum of the already allocated cells for a given link, and the cells allocated for
f:
∀f ∈ F, ∀l ∈ path(f ), with n = alloclf , p = per(l)

∀l ∈ path(f ), load(l) = ncell (l) + nmsg (f ) · alloclf
n−nf rag (f )  
X
n k
hop
(8)
P DRmsg
(f, l) =
p (1 − p)n−k (3)
k
Since we aim at minimizing the maximum load, we
k=0
propose an inverse greedy algorithm that gives a soFor the link l ∈ path(f ), alloclf is the allocation lution to this problem, flow by flow.
hop
(f, l)
count, per(l) is the Packet Error Rate, P DRmsg
is the PDR for one message of f .
4.3 Inverse greedy algorithm for overConsidering each hop independent from the others,
provisioning
our constraint (1) can be expressed as the product
along the path of each hop expression:
At the beginning, and for each flow f , the overY
provisioning algorithm (Alg. 1) initializes the allocahop
P DRmsg (f ) =
P DRmsg (f, l)
(4)
tion counts for each message at each hop at its maxil∈path(f )
mum value (line 2). If the minimum end-to-end PDR
is not satisfied (Eq. (1)), no solution exists. The flow
4.2 Satisfaction of the reliability con- is discarded (cf. condition line 5) and the algorithm
straint with balanced hop-by-hop proceeds with another flow.
retransmissions
Otherwise, the algorithm repeats over the following
3 steps:
The algorithm has to find a set of allocation counts
satisfying the constraint (1). We denote allocf the
1. We find the most loaded link of the path, among
set of allocation counts along the path, for a message
the links that have not yet been treated (line 8);
of flow f :
2. We decrement its allocation count and update
n
o
allocf = alloclfi , li ∈ [l1 : lgw ]
(5)
the load for this link (line 9);
3. We verify that the end-to-end PDR constraint
(Eq. (1)) is still satisfied and that the transmission of all the fragments is still possible (Eq. (7))
(line 12).

with the links [l1 ; lgw ] constituting the path of the
flow f .
For each link of the path, the track of f is defined
by the sum of the allocation count of each message:
trackf = nmsg (f ) · allocf
∀l ∈ path(f ), trackfl = nmsg (f ) · alloclf

If this condition does not hold, we update the variables to the last valid value (line 13), and set the
(6) considered link as treated (line 16).
5

Algorithm 1: Finding the allocation counts for
a given flow f

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Data: f ∈ F , path(f ), nmsg (f ), nf rag (f ), nmax
rtx (f )
min (f ),
∀l ∈ path(f ), ncell (l), P DRmsg
Result: ∀l ∈ path(f ), load(l),
allocf ∈ Sol(f ) satisfying Eq. (2) and Eq. (1)
treated ← ∅;
∀l ∈ path(f ), alloclf ← nf rag (f ) + nmax
rtx (f );


∀l ∈ path(f ), load(l) ← ncell (l) + nmsg (f ) · alloclf ;

l

11
12

allocfmax

l

(f )

l

(f )

14
15
16

L

A

18

Cells previously
allocated
max
min Allocation bounds

Link L1

Treated Link L2

B

C

Link L3

GW

path(f)

Figure 2: Example of a given iteration of the algorithm for a flow of 1 message

(f )

opportunities. Link L1 has not been treated yet. Its
allocation number is maximum. As the most loaded
untreated link, L3 is decremented one cell.
We find for each flow the set of allocation counts
with minimal maximum value. We prove this minimality in [6].

< nf rag (f );

end
∀l ∈ path(f ), ncell (l) ← load(l)

17

min

nrtx (f)

ncell(L 1 )

allocfmax
← alloclfmax + 1;
update P DRmsg (f ) applying Eq. (4);
update load(lmax (f )) applying Eq. (8);
treated ← treated ∪ {lmax (f )};

13

max

Cells for
transmission
Final allocation

max

allocfmax
← alloclfmax − 1;
update P DRmsg (f ) applying Eq. (4);
update load(lmax (f )) applying Eq. (8);
min (f ) or
until P DRmsg (f ) < P DRmsg

10

19

frag

update P DRmsg (f ) applying Eq. (4);
min (f ) then
if P DRmsg (f ) ≥ P DRmsg
while ∃l ∈ path(f ), l ∈
/ treated do
repeat
Find one lmax (f ) ∈ path(f ) \ treated such
that load(lmax (f )) =
maxl∈path(f ),l∈treated
(load(l));
/

9

Cells for
retransmission

(f)

n

alloc f 1

1

Freed cell
Considered cell

load(l)

end

4.4

Note that the algorithm will iteratively reduce the
load of the most loaded link (step 1). This link may
be different for each iteration, until the PDR constraint does not hold anymore: we cannot reduce
anymore the load of this link.
When the allocation counts have been successively
computed for all the links of the path, we update the
number of allocated cells for each node with the new
values (line 18) and we consider the next flow.
Fig 2 illustrates an iteration of the algorithm for
one path of 3 links, and a flow with one message (3
fragments). Link L2 has already been treated. For
the considered flow, the algorithm did not provision
retransmissions since it is the most loaded link, due to
the allocations of the previous flows (ncell (L2 ) is the
highest of the 3 links). Thus the algorithm, when trying to reduce the maximum load, has first reached its
minimum value by decrementing the retransmission

Extending TASA to over-provisioning

Because we consider flow-level retransmissions, we
slightly modify the original TASA algorithm. We
adapt its set up by considering each flow separately.
We fill the queues of the leaf nodes with the initial
fragments. We differentiate the cells allocated for a
transmission with the ones for a retransmission.
At each slot of the allocation, TASA first sums
the remaining upward traffic that has to be allocated
through each node in the network. We add the retransmission cells to each sum.
TASA selects a set of nodes, having non-empty
queue, to transmit a fragment at the same time slot.
We consider that the nodes that still have unscheduled retransmission cells also have non-empty queue.
These cells have the same priority as the transmission
cells.
In the queue of a node, the original TASA applies a
classical first in, first out (FIFO) method. We modify
6

this approach by choosing to schedule, message after
message, first the oldest fragment transmissions, then
the corresponding retransmissions.
The queues are updated at the end of the allocation of each message. Thus, a node receives all the
retransmissions (and fragments) before forwarding a
message. This enables a route-over mechanism, because they provide consecutive cells that give every
node the possibility to collect all the fragments before
forwarding them again.
More details on the integration of retransmission
opportunities in TASA can be found in [6].

5

Table 2: Parameters of the simulation.
Parameter
value
Size of slotframe (slots)
1000
Rectangle dimensions
Number of channels
16
Max. number of retransmissions 16
Leaf nodes
200
Relay nodes
24
Gateways
2
Messages per slotframe, app. 1
1
Messages per slotframe, app. 2
1
Fragments per message, app. 1
3
Fragments per message, app. 2
2
Min. end-to-end PDR, app. 1
0.97
Min end-to-end PDR, app. 2
0.80
Propagation model
leaf-relay
Path-loss exponent
3.5
Transmission power (dBm) 0
Reference distance (m)
10

Evaluation

In this section, we compare the original TASA [8]
with our enhanced version of the algorithm, denoted
as T ASArtx , including TASA with hop-by-hop retransmission capability. We show under various conditions that this extension schedules reliable communications while balancing the network load.

5.1

range in simulations
100 to 1000
400m × 200m

uniform distribution
triangle mesh, every 70m
(100m,100m),(300m,100m)
1 to 10
1 to 10

0.97 to 0.997
0.80 to 0.98
relay-relay relay-gateway
2.5
1.9
3
3
22
22

metric. We build the conflict graph based on the 2hops neighborhood.
We compare TASA and our T ASArtx over 10 randomly generated topologies for 10 values of the given
parameters:
1. The traffic intensity: we increase the number
of messages for each flow;

Scenario

2. The slotframe size: when the schedules are too
long to fit in the slotframe, only a portion of
them is applied;

We run Monte Carlo simulations (using a Python
script) on a given set of topologies, by varying the
default parameters (Table 2).
We define two applications (app. 1 and app. 2)
running on half the leaf nodes each. Their PDR constraint incrementally varies between the default value
(Table 2) and the maximum value (1.0). The variations are expressed as a percentage of increment in
the figures.
The leaf nodes are uniformly spread in a rectangle
of 400 × 200 meters. The relays are placed on a triangular mesh (every approximately 70 meters). The
2 gateways are placed at central positions (Table 2).
We model the PER of each link according to a
path-loss propagation model [7]. We choose the pathloss exponent values, the transmission power, and the
reference distance (Table 2) depending on the type of
node and reflecting their environment [6].
Based on the PER values, we construct a routing
tree rooted at each gateway, according to the ETX

3. The expected PDR constraint itself:
make the PDR satisfaction harder.

we

We evaluate the performance of our approach according to two criteria:
1. satisfaction ratio: the ratio of flows which
meet the PDR constraint;
2. maximum allocation load: the maximum
number of allocations by node and slotframe.

5.2

Results

The boxplots (Fig. 3) represent the minimum, maximum and the quartiles of the values obtained for the
10 topologies. The line binding the boxplots represents the mean of these values.
7

Fig. 3 shows that the original scheduler (TASA)
does not permit to satisfy the reliability constraint
on lossy links. The over-provisioning mechanism enables the satisfaction of PDR constraints, when the
network limit of capacity is not yet reached. The original TASA does not take into consideration the PDR
constraint. In our simulation, around 40 flows (20%)
luckily satisfy their PDR constraint without any retransmissions. In Fig. 3a, this proportion decreases
from 20% to 10% when the constraint increases. On
the contrary, our algorithm enables to meet the PDR
constraint for the messages of more than 95% of the
flows.
The PDR is degraded when the slotframe is too
short to contain all the required cells (less than 300
slots for TASA, 500 slots for T ASArtx ) (Fig. 3c).
The schedule is indeed larger with retransmissions
opportunities.
In Fig. 3b, the number of cells allocated to the
most loaded relay node, for transmission or reception,
is constant for TASA: TASA does not consider the
PDR constraint. With the hop-by-hop mechanism,
the schedule remains acceptable (the maximum load
on a given node is generally less than half the slotframe size (1000 slots): there is remaining capacity).
The number of retransmission cells slowly increases
for low values of the PDR constraint. Then, for the
values of 60% of increment and beyond, the satisfaction of the constraint requires more cells and the cost
in allocations rapidly increases.
We obtain a mean maximum node load of 270 allocated cells for large slotframe sizes (from 500 to 1000
slots in Fig. 3d). The over-provisioning does not drive
the network to saturation.
The network is rapidly saturated (the most loaded
relay is occupied at 100%) under the influence of
the traffic load (Fig. 3f). With high traffic intensity (4 messages per leaf) the schedule length reaches
the slotframe size (1000 slots). From this point the
increase in the number of allocations for the most
loaded node is less important (the two algorithms
converge) because the schedule is limited to the slotframe size.
For both TASA and T ASArtx the satisfaction of
the PDR constraint decreases (Fig. 3e), but less
rapidly with retransmission opportunities (because

they are prioritized for each flow in the queues, at
the expense of the fragments of the other flows).

6

Conclusion

In a network where multiple applications have different delivery constraints, the operator must offer
differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of
reliability.
In this work, we provide an efficient way to give reliability to FTDMA schedules. We propose an overprovisioning mechanism that adapts to a requested
end-to-end packet delivery ratio, taking as input parameter the quality of each link in a path. We extend the TASA scheduler by allocating resources for
retransmissions.
We implement and compare our solution with the
original TASA. Our results show that we enhance the
scheduling algorithm by obtaining the requested reliability for 95% of the traffic, while keeping free more
than half of the remaining capacity.
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Figure 3: Evaluation of the performance in terms of PDR satisfaction and network resource usage.
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